Phase NAME TYPE Liquid Gas OG-BLOW  COMPR  IDEAL  -CONDENSR  FLASH2  ENRTL  ENRTL  HEME  FLASH2  ENRTL  ENRTL  QUENCH  FLASH2  ENRTL  ENRTL  SALT-SEP  FLASH2  IDEAL  IDEAL  SCRUBBER  FLASH2  ENRTL  ENRTL  S-FILT-1  FLASH2  IDEAL  IDEAL  C-SPLT  FSPLIT  IDEAL  IDEAL  LS1  FSPLIT  -ENRTL  LS2  FSPLIT  ENRTL  -LS3  FSPLIT  ENRTL  -AIR-HEAT  HEATER  -IDEAL  CARB-MIX  HEATER  IDEAL  IDEAL  CON-COOL  HEATER  IDEAL  -PREHEAT1  HEATER  -IDEAL  PREHEAT2  HEATER  -IDEAL  PRODCOOL  HEATX  IDEAL  IDEAL  BOIL  MHEATX  IDEAL  IDEAL  CAUS-MIX  MIXER  ENRTL  -CON-TANK  MIXER  ENRTL  -COOLER  MIXER  -ENRTL  ENT-MIX  MIXER  IDEAL  IDEAL  FEED-MIX  MIXER  IDEAL  -GJ1  MIXER  IDEAL  IDEAL  GJ2  MIXER  IDEAL  IDEAL  GJ3  MIXER  -IDEAL  PROD-MIX  MIXER  IDEAL  IDEAL  QCH-TANK  MIXER  ENRTL  -SCR-TANK  MIXER  ENRTL  -SOL-MIX  MIXER  IDEAL  IDEAL  BF-PUMP  PUMP  IDEAL  -CAUSPUMP  PUMP  ENRTL  -CON-PUMP  PUMP  ENRTL  -FEEDPUMP  PUMP  -IDEAL  NAOHPUMP  PUMP  ENRTL  -QCH-PUMP  PUMP  ENRTL  -SCR-PUMP  PUMP  ENRTL  -BURNER  RGIBBS  IDEAL  IDEAL  OXIDIZER  RGIBBS  IDEAL  IDEAL  REF-RXN1  RGIBBS  IDEAL  IDEAL  REF-RXN2  RSTOIC  IDEAL  IDEAL  SALT-RXN  RSTOIC  IDEAL  IDEAL  SPECIES  RSTOIC  IDEAL  -GACBED  SEP  IDEAL  -ENT-SPLT  SSPLIT  IDEAL  IDEAL  HEPA-1  SSPLIT  -IDEAL  HEPA-2  SSPLIT  IDEAL  IDEAL  S-FILT-2  SSPLIT  IDEAL  IDEAL 
